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ABSTRACT
As the Asante emerged in the 18th century as a political dominant state and continued to
expand and consolidate territory in the Gold Coast, the defeated enemies were
enslaved and forcibly transported to slave markets. Simultaneously, coastal people in
Fante territory convicted of crimes for violating social and cultural norms or kidnapped
by private coastal agents were enslaved and taken to slave markets where European
buyers purchased them. Those casualties of war and coastal captives were ripped from
their families, communities, and culture in the Gold Coast, and then experienced further
isolation during the middle passage. The Gold Coast captives shipped to and sold in
Jamaica had to adapt to their new environment while encountering white oppression
and attempts to control their agency. The slaves’ initial responses against white
supremacy were isolated resistances. Despite being separated from their homes,
families, and communities, Gold Coast slaves in the mid to late 18th century Jamaica
changed their tactical approach against white supremacy by establishing bonds with
their former enemies and different ethnic groups. From those new collectives, the
isolated resistance expanded to encompass larger geographical territory. In the
process, a cultural transformation emerged as Gold Coast slaves shared their customs,
rituals, and traditions with Igbo, Congo, and Creole, Jamaican-born slaves to survive in
Jamaica.
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From 1690 to 1699, British slave traders purchased and transported
approximately 200 to 1,000 enslaved Africans each year from the Gold Coast to
Jamaica. By 1700, the number of slaves from the Gold Coast sold and shipped to
Jamaica dramatically increased to approximately 6,000 slaves annually.1 How did the
number of enslaved Africans purchased and transported from the Gold Coast by British
traders increase exponentially from the end of the 17th century to the turn of the 18th
century? And what does this tell us about the history of enslavement on the continent?
In the 18th century, as centralized political states like the Asante in the interior
and the Fante along the coast emerged, more Gold Coast Africans were enslaved due
to warfare, kidnapping, criminal acts, and tributary payments. Those Gold Coast
captives were forcibly marched to the slave markets by West African merchants and
private agents who sold them to British slave traders. In the process of being ripped
from their social networks, sold into slavery, and then transported to coastal forts, these
Gold Coast slaves lost physical connections to their local communities and way of life.
This history of Gold Coast enslavement has much to teach us about the experience of
being captured and sold into slavery and then living enslaved.
This paper is a story of how people become slaves in West Africa, who became a
slave, and how a slave ended up forcibly shipped to Jamaica. It is also about how
slaves rebuilt their lives and communities in Jamaica, despite being torn away from their
homes, families, and communities, and encountering violence and domination from
colonial whites. The enslaved Africans in Jamaica forged bonds across different ethnic
groups, classes, and former enemy divides and relied on those relationships to rebel
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“Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database,” Slave Voyages, 2019.
http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces
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collectively as illustrated by Tacky’s revolt in 1760, a slave insurrection that engulfed
most of the colony. This paper examines the experiences of those enslaved Africans,
first through the viewpoint of the Gold Coast, the region whence most of the enslaved
population in Jamaica came during the early to mid 18th century.
The following story illustrates the sharing of knowledge and traditions among
Jamaican slaves from disparate regions and cultures. In 1775, an absentee planter
returned to his estate in Jamaica, and witnessed many of his slaves dying from
unknown causes. The planter learned from a dying enslaved woman that her
stepmother practiced obeah, a West African spiritual custom, on her and the slaves who
died. Some slaves confirmed the elderly woman had practiced obeah secretly since
arriving from Africa. After six white servants on the estate invaded the woman’s house
and found suspicious evidence, the dying enslaved woman described her stepmother
as an eighty-year-old woman from the Popo country and an active obeah practitioner
within the community. 2 The planter presented this story of the woman from the Popo
country in Jamaica to the members of Parliament of Great Britain (MPs) in May 1788
during a slave trade debate in the House of Commons and House of Lords. The white
planter class in Jamaica feared the slaves practicing obeah because of the association
of prior slave rebellions with obeah doctors.
The planter associated the origin of obeah practice on his Jamaican plantation
with the Papaw or Popo people, a European-constructed ethnicity of enslaved Africans
shipped from the historical region, the Slave Coast, present-day Benin at Grand Popo.
Writers in the late 18th century and throughout the 19th century told folklore accounts of

2

Stephen Fuller, Woman of the Popo Country Narrative (London: 1788), 182-190.
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this story of the Popo woman in Jamaica, which later became a foundation for obeah
texts in the colonial press in the Caribbean, medical treatises, and other literary works.3
Although the later writers of the story embellished this story, historians Diana Paton and
Maarit Forde argued that the story drew on real events, which occurred on a plantation
in Jamaica.4 In another account, William Burdett claims the Papaw people from that
particular area of Jamaica had commonly been known to have practiced obeah.5
Although Burdett and the planter had Eurocentric colonial perspectives, the historical
fact that the practice of obeah in both events was not associated with the Gold Coast
people adds intrigue.
If recent historical scholarship associated the origins of obeah with Gold Coast
slaves, how did both the Popo woman in 1775 and the other Popo people, slaves from
the Bight of Benin, have knowledge and experience administering this practice? It
appears that the Popo woman and the other Popo people learned obeah from Gold
Coast slaves, and this is evidence of the social and cultural bonds and new worlds
formed in the Americas by the enslaved among erstwhile separate ethnic groups. This
history also shows the remarkable cultural and political vitality and re-creation of African
practices among the enslaved people from the Gold Coast in Jamaica.

Literature Review
In 2010, Kwasi Konadu contributed to the historiography of African diaspora a
case study focusing on the history and culture of the Gold Coast people during the
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Emily Senior, The Caribbean and the Medical Imagination, 1764-1834 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press), 171.
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Diana Paton and Maarit Forde, “The Woman of the Popo Country, Jamaica, 1770s,” Obeah Histories,
January 2012. https://obeahhistories.org/the-woman-of-the-popo-country/.
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William Burdett, “Life and Exploits of Mansong,” (A Neil, 1800), 25.
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transatlantic slave trade. In The Akan Diasporas in the Americas, Konadu centralizes
his story on the Akan, a group of people living in the Gold Coast, present-day Ghana,
and notably subgroups the Asante and Fante, and he analyzes their experiences from
the context of enslavement in Africa to forced migration to survival in the Americas. In
the process of establishing new communities and resisting white oppression, Konadu
argues that the Akan did not experience a cultural or linguistic assimilation and
acculturation in the Americas. Instead, the Akan’s cultural practices and people
survived and flourished in the Americas amongst other enslaved Africans as they fought
for their freedom.
Konadu uses archaeological evidence and forestation methodologies to support
his hypothesis that even before European contact the Akan resisted the intrusion of
Islamic and Mande people and culture from northern regions in present-day Ghana.
Instead of Akan cultural practices deriving from Mande cultural diffusion, a process of
“Akanization” occurred in the Gold Coast region, where Akan settlers in Mande cultural
regions remained largely unaffected and managed to import most of their culture. In
sum, Konadu believes the survival of Akan culture in the Americas resulted from the
Akan carrying this similar mentality of resistance with them in their host societies.6
Walter Rucker pushes back against this monolithic view of the Akan people not
experiencing cultural and linguistic changes from other cultures. Rucker also counters
the narratives of former historical scholarships romanticizing the roles and influences
Akans speakers (Asante and Fante) had on non-Akan speakers (Ga, Adanme, and
Ewe) in the Gold Coast and the diaspora; and instead, focuses on the multilinguistic

6

Kwasi Konadu, The Akan Diaspora in the Americas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 29-54.
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diversity of the people in the region. In Gold Coast Diasporas: Identity, Culture, and
Power, Rucker analyzes the circulation of Gold Coast people, culture, and ideas from
West Africa to the Americas, and how their sociopolitical backgrounds in West Africa
played a major role in shaping their new world identities. During the processes of the
slave trade and markets, Gold Coast Africans developed a commoner consciousness
as a backlash to their experience of isolation and physical and mental violation. From
that experience, the Gold Coast people’s consciousness in the Americas was shaped
by their cultural past and focused around “anti-slavery, egalitarian, and revolutionary”
ideas.7
Enslaved Africans from commoner and elite backgrounds in West Africa had
different perspectives and experiences of their social and cultural ideas, which played
an influential role in their outcomes in the Americas. The emergence of these “radical”
ideas, and the Gold Coast slaves experiencing isolation and violence played a role in
the commoners rejecting their sociopolitical culture. In an effort to adapt to their new
environments and resist white supremacy, Rucker claims Gold Coast Africans establish
new communities by making and creating new histories and memories in their host
societies. Each of the Gold Coast Africans experienced new stories shaped by their
reactions and rejections to their enslavement. In the process, a transformation of
diasporic identities from ethnicity to race existed and occurred in a “nonlinear and
chaotic” way.8
While analyzing the experiences of enslaved Africans, the current discourse of
Gold Coast slaves in the Americas does not adequately explain how those slaves

7
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Walter Rucker, Gold Coast Diasporas (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2015), 8.
Rucker, Gold Coast Diasporas, 13-16.
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formed relationships in their host societies with other enslaved ethnic groups to counter
white oppression and racism. In Rucker’s conclusion of his historical analysis, he
mentions how different enslaved ethnic groups possible collaborated:
Beyond serving as counter-hegemonic discourse, these folk tales also played
roles in the continual transformations from ethnicity to race in the Black Atlantic.
Embedded within Ananse stories lie clues to how Eboes, Congos, and others
negotiated with and joined Coromantees and Amina to form new transethnic
construction that resembled racial and later national identities.9
However, Rucker does not explicitly address in detail how and why did the Eboes (the
African slaves from Bight of Biafra), Congos, and other groups collaborated with
Coromantees (the African slaves from the Gold Coast region) to fight against white
suppression and for survival. Under the circumstances, how could this social and
cultural transformation occur when language barriers separated African groups and
some African groups arrived in their host societies amongst mortal enemies from their
former lives. Rucker’s assessment does not provide an actual explanation of how, why,
and when this transformation occurred.
The Gold Coast Diaspora’s working class were at the forefront of mobilizing an
increasingly diverse enslaved population in Jamaica by sharing and borrowing cultural
practices to overcome white oppression and racialize enslaved conditions as survivants.
As more African coastal elites from Gold Coast communities became familiar with the
British Atlantic World and were simultaneously pulled into the slave trade as captives,
they used their knowledge of the British Atlantic to break the cultural barriers that
divided African groups and bridge the gap between cultural groups. Eventually the
revolts transition from isolated ethnic resistances to a movement that incorporated most

9

Ibid, 229-230.
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of the enslaved society. In the process, a revolutionary singular black identity and
culture emerged. In some cases, some of the historical actors attempted to incorporate
other marginalized groups in Jamaica overtime with the purpose of establishing a
multiethnic society.
When analyzing the lived experiences of enslaved Africans from their capture
process to their enslavement in Jamaica, I will conduct a cultural biographical analysis.
This project utilizes the 2009 revision of the Transatlantic Slave Trade Database online
by David Eltis and David Richardson and includes others who processed the
quantitative data. The quantitative data from the Transatlantic Slave Trade Database
provides demographic processes of the forced migration of enslaved Africans
transported to Jamaica during the 18th century. I will also analyze qualitative data from
print culture, manuscripts, administrative documents, secondary sources, ship accounts,
and material culture to understand the point of view of the enslavers and the enslaved
people. By analyzing quantitative and qualitative data, the paper provides an essential
framework for understanding how the Gold Coast Diaspora transformed the slave trade
and slavery over time.
Due to the lack of written sources by West Africans and their practice instead of
oral narratives and traditions during the period of the African-Atlantic slave trade, this
paper primarily analyzes 18th- and 19th- century British published books, letters, and
reports documenting the stories of the enslaved people in 18th century Gold Coast
during the Middle Passage and in Jamaica. I recognize the limitations in examining
those records since those documents represent the perspectives of the white enslavers,
abolitionists, and legal systems. Yet by analyzing sources from a variety of repositories,

7

I am seeking to uncover what is possible from them and trace still little-known histories
of enslaved people in Jamaica, and the Americas. Above all, reframe them to show
how individuals’ determinations to survive and thrive changed the norms, identities, and
customs of their worlds in rich and vital way that resisted the devastation of
enslavement and white supremacy.
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The Development of the Gold Coast Diaspora
From the 16th to the 17th century, European slave traders transported a smaller
number of captive Africans from the Gold Coast to the Americas than any other West
African regions. By the end of the 17th century to the 18th century, the number of Gold
Coast captives transported to the Americas dramatically increased; in particular,
Jamaica. Table 1 depicts the fluctuation and variation of the number of captive Africans
being exported from the Gold Coast in comparison to the other West African regions.
By analyzing the shift from this period, one will have a better understanding in how
dramatic those fluctuations were. Based on the identifiable location of disembarked
Africans, Gold Coast traders did not play a significant role in selling captive Africans for
the transatlantic slave trade to Jamaica until after 1696. According to this data, Gold
Coast captives were shipped to Jamaica in smaller numbers then other captive Africans
until 1705.
However, the increasing numbers of Gold Coast captives disembarking for
Jamaica from 1696 to throughout much of the 18th century seems to correlate with
historical events occurring in the Gold Coast. The increasing numbers of Gold Coast
captives shipped during the early 18th century also seemed to correlate with the
emergence of the Asante10 as a nation-state in the Gold Coast interior region. Within
the context of analyzing these correlations and studying this historical period of the
Asante, one needs to understand the limitations of the source material. Most written
source material for 18th century history of the Asante comes from commercial records

10

Scholars, historical actors, and people of Ghanaian descent also pronounce and spell the name of the
people and nation, Asante as Ashanti or Ashantees.

9

documented by European merchants – Ludvig Ferdinand Romer and Thomas Melville –
in the Gold Coast and Muslim merchants living in the northern towns in the Sahel.11
Although African stories in translation derive from European and Islamic perspectives,
one can still interpret the records to get a holistic view of how people in the Gold Coast
lived and how the slave trade transformed.

Number of Enslaved Africans Embarking for Jamaica
From 1686 to 1710
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Table 1. Enslaved Africans embarking to Jamaica, 1686-1710. Source: Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade Database. See http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces
(accessed May 2020)
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Ivor Wilks, Asante in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 26.
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Gold Coast History
Prior to the Asante emergence, the Kwaman state existed in that Gold Coast
region in the 17th century. In the 1660s and 1670s a political struggle emerged for
control of the Kwaman region and during the conflict, the Oyoke leader Obiri Yeboa
died. After Yeboa’s death, a selecting council of political elites choose Osei Tutu I, the
son of an Adanse father, Owusu Panyin from Akrokyere, and of an Oyoko princess and
sister of Nana Oti Akenten12 to succeed Yeboa as the next Kwamanhene. The
selecting council elected Tutu I from a group of candidates who could claim matrilineal
descent from a known female ancestor approved by the selecting council. The
selecting council also choose Tutu I because of his practical knowledge of statecraft
and warfare, which he acquired under the tutelage of Denkyira and Akwamu elites in the
courts. After retrieving firearms purchased from the coast and levies provided by the
Akwamuhene Ansa Sasraku, Tutu I returned northward and defeated the Dormaa of
Suntreso, Tafo, Kaase, and Amakom, political and competing actors in the region. In
the process, Tutu I established supremacy over the Kwaman region.13
After his decisive victory and under the spiritual guidance of his friend Okomfo
Anokye, Osei Tutu I changed the name of the capital city Kwaman to Kumasi and
merged the vassal territories surrounding the city into the Asante state. Tutu I
established himself as the first Asantehene and incorporated the defeated enemies’
armies into the Asante military organization. Tutu I did not appear in the European
commercial records taken in the Gold Coast until the turn of the 18th century in a Dutch

12
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Kofi Marfo, An Introduction to Ghanaian Literature (London: Minerva Press, 1999), 48.
Wilks, Asante in the Nineteenth Century, 110.
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report when an Asante Caboceer, a West African slave-trading agent, Zaay references
him. After learning about the importance of gold production and slave procurement for
the Atlantic commerce while under the tutelage of Denkyira and Akwamu elites, Tutu I
began his expedition of consolidating more territory to the south at the turn of the 18th
century. Tutu I launched an assault against his former ally and one of the most
dominant powers in the Gold Coast, Denkyira, and he defeated them in 1701. 14
Immediately after Denkyira’s defeat, Tutu I enslaved his political rivals and
ordered the construction of the Sika Dwa, the Golden Stool, Figure 1, as a symbol of his
unity of the new state.15 In the Asante region, gold was greatly valued, and its
importance could “be attributed to the symbolic relationship gold had with power through
the concept of the Golden Stool.”16 According to Asante oral traditions the Golden Stool
had been drawn down from the heavens at the foundation of the Asante in 1701, and
the stool contained the spiritual embodiment of the Asante nation.17 The Golden Stool
represented the seat of Asante political power and symbolized the “royal heritage,
ennoblement, and state power.”18 In other words, Tutu I not only represented the state,
but the society as a whole, and a threat against him meant an attack against the
ancestors.
By 1717, the Asante launched a war campaign against Akyem, and during a
battle at the Pra River, Akyem defeated the Asante army and killed Osei Tutu I. The
end of the conflict led to a temporary peace treaty and a military alliance between the

14

Ibid, 111-112; Rucker, Gold Coast Diaspora, 57-58.
Ibid, 112.
16
Judith Spicksley, “Pawns on the Gold Coast,” (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 169.
17
Ibid, 169-170.
18
Rucker, Gold Coast Diaspora, 39.
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two Gold Coast nation-states. In the process, Akyem slowed down the Asante’s
conquest of the coastal states. After the death of Tutu I, his successor Opoku Ware I
enstoolment occurred in 1720. Ivor Wilks, a former historian, has credited Tutu I and
Ware I with conducting the necessary military campaigns that established Asante as an
imperial power.19

Figure 1. The Golden Stool of the Asante. Source: The History of International
Relations. See, https://i2.wp.com/ringmar.net/irhistorynew/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/goldenstool.png?resize=1024%2C850 (accessed May 2020).
After Opoku Ware I ascended the Golden Stool of Kumasi as the Asantehene in
1720, he orchestrated a strategic plan for undermining his political opponents Akyem
and Akwamu. Ware I agreed to remain neutral during the war between those two
nation-states while he focused his attention on solidifying the conquered states and

19

Wilks, Asante in the Nineteenth Century, 372; Rucker, Gold Coast Diaspora, 54.
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incorporating the northern territories under the Asante state. Figure 2 is a historical
map of the Gold Coast in 1729 that shows the different states occupying the region. In
1730, Akyem defeated the Akwamu state and incorporated the polities of Ga and
Adanme speakers under reign. Around this same time in 1730, the number of Gold
Coast captives transported to Jamaica spiked from 208 captives in 1728 to 3,682
captives in 1730, but by 1733 the number of captives transported dropped to 273.20
Perhaps due to the fallen soldiers and civilian women and children of Akwamu and quite
possibly Akyem from the war, the numbers of captive Africans marched to the coastal
Atlantic markets rose.
After Akyem emerged victorious from the conflict, the Asante decisively entered
the fray and crushed Akyem’s worn down army in 1742. In the process of consolidating
the newly won Akyem territories, the Asante ruled over the polities of Ga and Adanme
speakers, which continued a process of diversifying their society through different
people and culture. The Asante amassed one of the largest geopolitical landscapes in
the region. Due to the effects of those wars, the Asante contributed to the supply and
demand of the Atlantic slave trade by selling their captive political rivals to the coastal
markets. By 1744, the Asante controlled the traffic of trading from the Gold Coast
interior to the coastal region, but they could not reach the coast for much of the 18th
century due to the Fante.21

20

Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces (accessed
October 2019).
21
Rucker, Gold Coast Diaspora, 60 and 99.
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Figure 2. A Map of the Gold Coast from Issini to Alampi, April 1729. Source: Jean
Baptiste Anville, London, England. See,
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/ouGIk-Y9saM1aFfUwg5fh_8yFdCjWIKCz8yXRmzVzZt7v9A9Cbuxrh0J2gqw7mWQCbe2rySRiSSlQcL0yZlFzbOKaapeWH
gvfB2oN552ee-GfcvEr6XH4k10-2WmxMstHJYwl1hJd33hEOPMUm1KVfzEFCI7YfBBtGFqCpm9t73azyxZbhs6alFQN7oz5-weQrpVAQvJgvzrV7WXZUqALkPOpX3YfzNL2_uKtthPgEqgPw6A31gRxn3wo0KvLEGHfvwKrelVohHzTj0hmUarWGNI84UCCcMnb7kUOD
u1rZk48E38HQ (accessed June 2020).
The turn of the 18th century saw the emergence of the Fante who conquered and
coalesced with other coastal territories to establish their own distinct political unions.
Throughout much of the 18th century, the Fante had secured the Atlantic coastal trading
ports, successfully trading with the European merchants. They attempted to prohibit
any other group, in particular, the emerging Asante, from those trading ports. The
Fante sought to secure a role as the exclusive middlemen between the Asante and the

15

British.22 The struggles between the Asante and the Fante on coastal trading had been
well-documented by European merchants trading and living on the coast.
One of the former governors of Cape Coast Castle, John Roberts, mentions an
event that had transpired at Accra fort in 1777:
There was the greatest prospect of the Ashantee trade being totally opened here, as a
large body of them were down, and the leeward Fanteens had sworn not to molest
them, in the paths. But now, on account of the war between the Dutch and the Danish
forts, it is much to be feared the Ashantees will be apprehensive of coming down, as the
Dutch have hired the Fanteens, to stop the paths to distress the Danes, and their allies
at Prampram.23
Although the Asante attempted on numerous occasions during the 18th century to
establish coastal trade, James Sanders argues that the Fante managed to cut off their
access to the coastal trade routes by establishing political alliances when suitable.24
The Fante also were able to repel an Asante invasion through their aid of firearms
purchased from the British.25 After solidifying control of the coastal Atlantic markets, the
Fante sold their captive enemies to European traders while they acquired slaves from
the interior for their own needs.26

Captivity Stories
During these tumultuous periods, an African in the Gold Coast could find himself
or herself captured and forcibly transported to coastal Atlantic markets to be sold to a
European for various reasons. The rapid expansion of slave trafficking to the coastal

22

James Sanders, “The Expansion of the Fante and the Emergence of Asante in the Eighteenth
Century,” (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 349-357.
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Ibid, 354.
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Randy Sparks, Where the Negroes Are Masters (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2014), 16.
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Atlantic markets in 18th century Gold Coast resulted in the capture of many people from
different socioeconomic backgrounds. There were multiply ways in which an African in
the Gold Coast could be captured and sold to a European slave trader at the coastal
markets. Some of the most prolific capture stories occurred because of warfare,
kidnapping, tributary payments, and criminal wrongdoing. There are limitations of
locating accurate perspectives of Gold Coast Africans because the vast majority of
these stories were documented in European commercial, abolition, and administrative
records. However, one can still receive information of who was captured, and how they
were captured, enslaved, and traded to European buyers.
In the interior region, many Gold Coast Africans became captives during warfare,
and their captors restrained them using chains to forcibly march them to the interior
markets. In A Letter on the Abolition of the Slave Trade, William Wilberforce, Esq., a
British abolitionist, explains how West African mercenaries and traders gained control of
captive Africans through warfare. Wilberforce received this second-hand information
from the Scottish explorer, Mungo Park, who allegedly traveled into the interior of West
Africa from June 21, 1795. In the process of explaining the meaning of war in Africa,
Wilberforce describes how African victors capture and sell defeated Africans:
…there are two kinds of war in Africa. One bears a resemblance to our
European contests, is openly avowed, and previously declared. This class
however, we are assured is generally terminated in a single campaign. A battle
is fought; the vanquished seldom think of rallying; the whole inhabitants become
panick struck; and the conquerors “have only to bind their slaves, and “carry off
their plunder and their victims. These are taken into the country of the invader,
whence as opportunities offer, they are sent to the slave market.27
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According to Wilberforce, African winners of these battles played a determining role in
supplying the coastal markets with captive Africans from their defeated enemies.
Primarily through this depiction of warfare, the Asante played a major role in the
captivity and enslavement of Gold Coast Africans transported from the interior region to
the coastal markets after 1700.
In Where the Negroes are Masters, Randy Sparks describes a similar event
when the Asante launched a military campaign against their former enemies who
sought freedom, and the Asante enslaved the soldiers. In 1765, the Fante agreed to
allow the Asantehene, Osei Kwadwo, to establish a military base within their territory to
attack two of the Asante’s enemies, the Wasa and the Akyem Abuakwa. The Wasa
formed an alliance with the Akyem, who rebelled against the Asante in hope of gaining
political freedom by combining their forces and attempting to seek assistance from other
possibly allies. The Asante captured and took possession of the Akyem camp by
demolishing the combined forces of Akyem and Wasa with the assistance of the Fante.
The Asante enslaved and sold approximately 15,000 to 20,000 Akyem men, women,
and children who lived in the camp to the Fante at the interior markets. Although the
Asante won a decisive battle and transported a large number of Akyem people, some of
the defeated Asante became captives too, and the Fante sold all of those captive
Africans to the European buyers at the coastal markets.28
The Asante also used tribute payments as another means of capturing and
forcibly transporting Gold Coast Africans in the interior to the Atlantic coastal markets.
The Asante’s practice of tribute payments provided another economic avenue for
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coastal merchants to receive streams of slaves. During one of the Asante’s expeditions
of reoccupying a former territory that managed to break away, the Asante imposed an
annual tributary payment in the Dagomba region. The Asante forced the natives of
Dagomba to offer a thousand enslaved people to the Asante state yearly. Some
scholars have debated the motives and the effects of tributary practices. Randy Sparks
presumed that the payments may have encouraged the tributary states located in the
interior region and toward the outer rims of the Asante state to engage in their own
slave raids against their neighbors. By assaulting their neighbors, the tributary states
could avoid enslaving their own people but still supply the demands of the Asante.29
At the coastal region, Gold Coast Africans had more complex and various stories
of captivity. The Fante had different mechanisms of acquiring enslaved people in the
coastal region. A Gold Coast slave named Clara was brought to Jamaica in the latter
end of 1784. She was perhaps a Fante, who white colonials in the British West Indies
identified as a Koromantee or Coromantee. Clara explains to her slave owner Bryan
Edwards how she became a captive. Clara mentioned she was born and raised in a
village near Annamaboe – one of the prominent slave trading ports in the Gold Coast –
with her entire family, eight siblings and her two parents, as domestic slaves to a
prominent man named Anamo. Clara states when Anamo died, the Fante sold many of
the slaves Anamo owned for the slave trade to pay his debts including herself and her
two brothers while executing the rest of his slaves at his funeral. According to Edwards,
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Clara explained that her experience represented the traditional local customary rite of
how the Fante settled an estate of a person who owned slaves.30
According to Randy Sparks, the Fante commonly practiced this business
transaction of settling an estate of a deceased slave owner in their society by either
selling the domestic slaves for the slave trade or sacrificing them. Spark recounts a
similar story of a group of house slaves who fled the estate of their deceased owner in
August 1776 out of fear of being sold at the coastal African markets. After hearing news
their slave owner Richard Brew died, the house slaves fled immediately into the forest
area in order to avoid being sold off the coast. Determined to not be caught, those
house slaves, formerly owned by Brew, cautiously avoided attention because they
realized what their fate would be after the death of their owner. Fante traders however
captured and retained six “old slaves” after the breakup of the Brew household, but no
European slave trader wanted to bid for those slaves at the auction due to their age.31
The Fante also punished individuals of committing heinous acts and crimes by
execution or simply enslaving the criminal. The criminals turned slaves provided
another source for coastal merchants to acquire slaves for trade with Europeans. Fante
courts convicted the criminals turned slaves for “theft, debt, adultery, and witchcraft.”32
In regard to adultery, Fante courts could enslaved a Gold Coast African involuntary on
behalf of a close relative who committed adultery. Cudjoe, who was born in the Asante
state approximately 50 years ago from when Bryan Edwards wrote this book in 1793,
told his slave owner, Edwards, about his captivity story. Cudjoe’s elder brother sold him
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at the age of approximately 16 in retribution due to Cudjoe’s brother committing adultery
with another townsman Quashee, wife. Quashee accepted the agreement terms of
payment, captured Cudjoe, and sold him immediately to a merchant who sold Cudjoe to
Captain Reeder. After the coastal trade, Captain Reeder transported Cudjoe to the
British colony of Jamaica, where Cudjoe recounted his captivity story.33
A Gold Coast African in Fante society could also be accused by another person
within their society and convicted for allegedly practicing witchcraft, so consequentially
enslaved for their actions. In one of his accounts at the Gold Coast in January 1782,
Dr. Thomas Trotter – a surgeon of the Brooks vessel – mentioned an enslaved man,
who he did not name, informed him about events that transpired before his captivity.
According to Dr. Trotter, the enslaved man quarreled with a caboceer and out of spite,
the caboceer accused the man of witchcraft without providing factual evidence. Based
on the testimony of the accusing caboceer, Fante courts convicted the man and
enslaved him and his family for the crimes of practicing allegedly witchcraft.34 Although
Dr. Trotter told this story through his own perspective in one of the abolition for the slave
trade trials, the alleged crime of the enslaved man seems to align accurately with other
stories of Africans wrongfully convicted of witchcraft in the coastal region. The Fante
held some of those witchcraft trials secretly, and in some cases of convictions, they
executed the alleged sorcerers while selling their entire families into slavery.35
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The Fante practiced kidnapping people prevalently within their communities in
the coastal region according to eyewitness accounts, hearsay, and stories from captive
Africans told by European slave traders. British traders at Annamaboe, a prominent
slave trading town in the Gold Coast, stated the Fante practiced the art of widespread
kidnappings of people in the town, and captured some of the slaves European traders
purchased during the night from their homes in Annamaboe.36 One particular story of
Ottobah Cugoano’s kidnapping, showed how bush traders in the coastal region
engaged in the predatory practices. Cugoano was born in 1757 in the coastal Fante
village, Agimaque. In 1770, during one of his planned visits to his uncle who lived more
inland, a small party kidnapped Cugoano and his group of friends. The captors told
them that they must pay for committing a crime that was falsified. Cugoano and his
group of friends “played in the woods while also gathering fruit and catching birds.” The
raiding party of bush traders marched the children including Cugoano to a coastal fort to
be sold into slavery.37 Figure 3 is a portrait of a black man in London who scholars
believe was Cugoano when he lived in England as a freed man after his slave owner
manumitted him.
Bush traders in the Gold Coast also sprung traps on their victims through the
element of surprise as another enslavement method. Based on a conservation he had
with a translator, a European trader described a scene of how African merchants raided
villages to capture people:
Slave-hunters, consisting of the natives, are employed in the inland country to
kidnap the unwary. They lie in wait frequently in the rice-fields, to carry off all
such as may be stationed there for the purpose of driving the birds from the
grain. They lie in wait also at the springs of water, to which the natives resort to
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quench their thirst, and in thickets by the sides of creeks, to fall upon those
solitary beings, who fish there either for amusement or food: but their principal
station is in the long grass, by the side of particular pathways, which are cut from
one village to another, from which they spring out upon their prey, and secure
it.38
The translator informed the European trader that other slaves experienced similar
captivity stories.

Figure 3. A Portrait of Ottobah Cugoano, 18th century. Source: Royal Albert Memorial
Museum and Art Gallery, Exeter, England. See,
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gelien_Matthews/publication/279503478/figure/fig3
/AS:451662348328963@1484696103944/A-disputed-portrait-of-Olaudah-Equiano-inthe-Royal-Albert-Memorial-Museum-Exeter.png (accessed June 2020).
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Although bush traders engaged in those predatory forms of kidnapping, the
Fante outlawed the practice of kidnapping other Fante in their society and issued
penalties for enslaving free people. The Fante harshly penalized anyone within their
society convicted of capturing free people by sentencing the convicted person to death
or selling the person into slavery. The Fante elites did not want Fante enslaving other
Fante, so they established regulations attempting to centralize and control the practice
of slave trading with Europeans. Although, the Fante did not outlaw the kidnapping of
other ethnic groups. In an effort to evade those strict Fante laws, bush traders
transported their captives quickly and forcibly from their homes to the slave trading ports
where less questions would be asked.39
The Fante did not always upheld the law against kidnapping within their
community especially when upperclassmen orchestrated the kidnappings of other elites
within their township. John Corrantee, the chief caboceer in Annamaboe during the
early to mid 18th century, had allegedly tricked two Annamaboe townsmen, who
belonged to another prominent caboceer family in Annamaboe, by kidnapping and
selling them to British slave traders. Corrantee was a skillful military tactician and
political leader in Annamaboe. He appeared in European records until 1734 and in
1747 and was described as the “captain” at Annamaboe. Corrantee’s name appeared
in different spellings in various European sources such as: “Currantee, Corrantrin,
Corrantryn, Koranting, and Kurantsi,” and his African name was Eno Baisee Kurentsi.40
The Dutch documented the dealings of Corrantee’s alleged events from 1751 to
1767 in an account, and according to the source, Corrantee played an instrumental role
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in having the two men kidnapped and sold to a slaver buying and transporting slaves
from Annamaboe to Accra then eventually to the Americas. Friends of the two men
learned of the news and offered to exchange four slaves for the two men with the British
slave trader. The British slave trader accepted the offer and the two men returned to
their family.41 Although these two upperclassmen had escaped the slave trade
eventually, other upperclassmen with similar experiences of kidnapping did not have the
same fate, so they ended up enslaved in the Americas.
Upperclassmen from Fante society also had direct experience with being
kidnapped and sold into slavery, and sometimes these events transpired outside the
norms of their boundaries. During the late 17th century and the 18th century,
upperclassmen, in particular, caboceer entrusted European slave traders with the
guardianship of taking their heirs with them back to Europe. In the process, for those
European’s hospitality, the heirs would receive a formal education on the Atlantic slave
trade, European culture, and the people. In 1747, Corrantee entrusted his favorite and
prestigious son, William Ansah Sessarako, to David Bruce Crichton, the captain of a
British slave ship Lady Carolina, who sold his slave cargo in Barbados. When Crichton
landed in Barbados, he apparently died, and the crewmen of the ship tricked Sessarako
into enslavement and sold him on the island. After the incident, the crewmen falsely
reported Sessarako died in the middle passage instead of delivering him safely to
London.42
Upon hearing the news, Corrantee blamed the British for his son’s fate and
choose to favor the French in slave trading over the British. Although Corrantee
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perceived Sessarako as dead or kidnapped, the Company of Merchants Trading to
Africa (CMTA) stationed in Cape Coast Castle sought to investigate the origins of
Sessarako’s apparent death in order to restore relations with the Corrantee. When one
of the CMTA agents with a young man from Annamaboe traveled to Barbados, they
located and learned that Sessarako survived, so they transported him safely to
England.43 Figure 4 is a portrait of Sessarako when he lived in England. Unlike
Sessarako’s story, countless other Fante upperclassmen who had similar captive
experiences remained lost to the slave trade and never returned back to their home.
Another British source detailed the kidnapping of a sailor from Annamaboe that
also occurred in the Americas. A Liverpool slaver and captain Benjamin Francis
Hughes hired Amissa, a local sailor from Annamaboe, to sail with him to Jamaica in
1776. Once in Jamaica, the captain instructed Amissa and three white sailors to row a
group of slaves to shore who they sold to a planter. Right after they transported the
slaves, the three white sailors informed Amissa that they also sold him into slavery to
the planter. When Hughes returned to Annamaboe, he informed Amissa’s family that
Amissa died during the Middle Passage. A few years later, an African who returned
from Jamaica informed Amissa’s family that he spotted him in Jamaica.44 Captivity
stories similar to these accounts show how diverse and broad Gold Coast Africans living
from the interior region to the coastal region experienced being captured and sold into
slavery throughout the 18th century.
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Figure 4. A Portrait of William Ansah Sessarakoo, 1749. Source: The Gentlemen’s
Magazine, London, England. See,
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/28/William_Ansah_Sessarako
o_2.jpg/220px-William_Ansah_Sessarakoo_2.jpg (accessed June 2020).

Perspectives, Identity, & Culture
The Gold Coast Africans who experienced captivity and enslavement had
different perspectives of slavery and their own enslavement. In the interior region, Gold
Coast Africans in the 18th century perceived a slave to be a person working in the
plantation-based sector outside the capital Kumasi providing food supplies for the army
and large households of the aristocracy. Based on his research, Paul Lovejoy believed
similar concentrations of slaves existed outside other capital cities in the interior region
during the 18th century before the Asante expansion into Denkyira and Akyem.45 Along
the coastal regions, Gold Coast Africans in the 18th century perceived a slave as a
person who could be executed at funerals due to local customs. They also perceived a
slave as a kinless dependent who Fante elites incorporated into the domestic sector
often reselling depending on the value of the individual. Gold Coast Africans in coastal
communities also knew slaves could emerge as small merchants, gold producers, kola
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exporters, but inheritance laws and death taxes usually prohibited them from
consolidating their power.46 The Gold Coast diaspora perspectives on slavery in their
old lives had different impacts on their new lives in the Americas.
In order to accurately measure the different perspectives of Gold Coast Africans,
one would need to know the exact percentages of the different Gold Coast people
exported. Even though scholars have documented extensively the prominence of Gold
Coast slaves exported throughout the historiography of the slave trade, some including
David Eltis find assessing the ethnic profile of the slaves from that region harder than
any other transatlantic slave trade region.47 Although white slave owners like Edward
Long believed the Gold Coast diaspora could possibly be either “Akims, Fantins,
Ashantees, Quamboos, and other groups,” he and other colonial whites collectively
referred to them as Coromantees.48 The word Coromantee derived from a British
construct taken from the name of a coastal town in the Gold Coast called Kormantin.49
For these reasons, locating the exact ethnicity of the Gold Coast Diaspora from the
colonial British records would be difficult since the slave owners purposely disregard the
nativity of the slaves and attempted to rebrand and condition them in their own image.
However, in the 18th century, historians could trace the possible origins of the
Gold Coast Diaspora base on the events occurring in the region. Rucker states that
before 1765, most of the slaves imported from the Gold Coast came from Akanspeaking geopolitical territories primarily. Rucker identified most of those Gold Coast
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captives as Akan, Ga, Adanme, and Ewe speakers based on the constant realities the
captives faced from war, predation, dispersal, and enslavement. Rucker states after the
1760s, the identities of the Gold Coast captives shifted from Akan speakers to non-Akan
speaking groups with northern origins primarily. Rucker relates this demographic shift
due to the fact that the Fante repelled the Asante state from expanding to the coast and
created mechanisms to repel slave raiding and panyarring, a form of kidnapping, from
plaguing the region. Therefore, Rucker concludes that the Asante shifted their attention
to expanding northward and, in the process, the conquered people from the north were
increasingly exported to slave markets.50
Throughout the 18th century, the vast majority of Gold Coast captives in the
interior region sold at the coastal markets by African merchants brought their political
and spiritual culture with them. The Akan speakers who became captives and faced
transportation to the coastal markets brought with them knowledge of their spiritual
beliefs. The Akan speakers believed in the immortality of the soul after death in which
the deceased’s spirit continued to exist. In the process, the Akan speakers adopted the
conceptual ideas of transmigration and reincarnation.51 The Akan speakers believe that
the dead remain pivotal players in their societies that they lived in after the decease
transition from the physical to the immaterial world, which they define as Nyame nwu na
mawu.52 When African merchants captured and enslaved the Akan speakers, the
beliefs of the Akan-speaking captives followed with them as merchants transported
them to the coastal markets.
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Although the exact percentage of captive Gold Coast ethnicities cannot be
attained, the Akan speakers – in this instance, the Asante – did not replace the cultures
of Ga, Adanme and Ewe speakers through warfare during the early to mid 18th century.
Instead of being a cultural hegemony over those geopolitical speaking-groups, those
groups only incorporated certain aspects of Akan culture to their own culture of “naming
practices, religions, folkloric traditions, and political culture.”53 Ga- and Adanmespeaking polities adopted from the Akan speakers the usage of asafo companies (state
militias), other forms of militarization, and their items of statesmanship or power (stools,
state swords, umbrellas, and palanquins).54 Although these cultural adoptions occurred
over a span of decades or even generations, Gold Coast captives from the interior
region brought these cultural practices and knowledge of those cultural practices with
them to the coastal markets.
For example, Fante captives brought the cultural practice of fetish with them to
the coastal slave markets. The Fante had different interpretations of the meaning of
using fetish. For instance, a Fante makes fetish by performing or casting a spell, takes
fetish by swearing an oath, consumes fetish by intaking a sacred substance believed to
cast death upon someone claiming falsehood, and honors a deity by fetish. In most
cases in Fante society, a Gold Coast African practicing fetish had close associations
with the priesthood, not the livelihood of a commoner. A commoner caught performing
fetish would be chastise as practicing witchcraft. Although some Fante allegedly
accused caboceers like Cudjoe at Cape Coast Castle in 1753 of casting spells against
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their enemies, the practice remained legally associated with religious groups like the
priests of Bura Bura Wergan.55
In the case of the captive Fante elite or commoners, they brought with them their
knowledge of the British Atlantic world when they ended up enslaved. Throughout the
course of the 18th century, the Fante elites and the English later the British established
alliances at Annamaboe through the growth of trade and the increasingly intimate
relationships between the townspeople and the Englishmen in the forts. The Fante and
British shared alliance eventually contributed to the economic and cultural heritage of
the town. The Fante and British developed relationships and created a multicultural
society centered in the political discourse of the Atlantic World.56
Fante elites also entrusted their children to British traders as well as other
Europeans to learn the European language and customs by venturing with those traders
to Europe, through the Middle Passage, or simply living with them at the forts. In order
to have a better understanding of the larger world the Atlantic opened, African traders
like Corrantee knew the value of having their heirs educated on British and other
European languages, customs, and cultures. Overtime Gold Coast residents at
Annamaboe whether upper class, middleclass, or commoners either learned English or
had some familiarity with the language. When those Fante were captured and sold in
the transatlantic slave trade, their knowledge of the British Atlantic world arrived with
them at the coastal markets.57
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At the Coastal Markets
At the Atlantic coastal markets, private African traders of Fante origin purchased
slaves from the interior market. Simultaneously, bush traders and brokers from the
interior marched the coffles of captive Africans to the coastal forts, primarily
Annamaboe, where the traders retained the majority of slaves in the Gold Coast. At the
conclusion of a war or battle in the interior region, Fante traders transported groups of
male captives after purchasing from interior markets to the coastal forts. Fante
chieftains usually appointed caboceers to handle the financial transactions of the slave
trade with Europeans.58 From this location, Fante caboceers facilitated the Atlantic
slave trade by bartering and trading captive Gold Coast people from the coastal and
interior regions with European ship captains. Although male captives appeared in
irregular bursts during this juncture, the Fante merchants could easily corral women for
sale to European buyers anxious to finish loading their cargo and leave.59
A British national in the Gold Coast, Mr. Marsh explained to a British ship captain
at a Gold Coast fortress on how traders controlled and transported captive Africans to
the coast at night. Fante traders maintained control by using “different kinds of chains
made of iron, as likewise an instrument of wood, above five inches long, or an inch in
diameter, or less.”60 According to Marsh, in order to prevent a captive African from
crying out at night, the Fante traders would thrust a piece of that wood into the mouth of
a captive African horizontally and tie the object behind the person.61 The African
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suppliers and slave owners often played similar roles as the person who captured and
redistributed enslaved people within West African communities.62 Most often the
political elites in West African societies did not always have direct involvement in the
sales of enslaved people to Europeans.63
While the captive Africans remained shackled in chains in the fortress, the Fante
caboceers operating from those coastal institutions controlled and regulated the sale of
slaves to European traders. The caboceers met the British ship captains at those
trading posts or came aboard the slave ship, and they traded primarily gold and slaves
to the ship captains in exchange for goods they valued. In exchange for the gold, the
British supplied the Fante merchants with goods such as “India chintz, basts, romals,
guns, powder, tobacco, brandy, pewter, iron, lead, copper, and knives”.64 After the
British purchased the gold, they used this acquired commodity to purchase enslaved
Africans whom the Fante merchants barter for goods. Alexander Falconbridge refers to
this trade as, “their mode of reckoning in this traffic, is by ounces; thus, they say they
will have so many ounces for a slave; and according to the number of ships on the
coast, the price of these differs.”65
In Trade and Politics on the Gold Coast, 1600-1720, Kwame Y. Daaku describes
how skilled the Fante could manipulate the European traders by prioritizing their
interests first not that of Europeans. According to Daaku, “apart from the variety of
goods and methods that were adopted, a seasoned trader had to take account of the
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conservative, but selective taste of African consumers.”66 Randy Sparks also discusses
how the Europeans widely described the Fante traders, especially at Annamaboe, as
shrewd businessmen who bested them. Consequently, the upset Europeans often
described the Fante traders negatively.67 Fante merchants strategically outmaneuvered
Europeans when purchasing their goods. By using their skills of communicating in
various European languages, caboceers manipulated the rivalries between European
traders to acquire the best prices for their slaves. Although the volume of the
transatlantic slave trade increased during this period, British ship captains learned that
persuading Fante merchants would be difficult. The Fante had a preference for old and
tried goods to new ones.68
The British traders also focused primarily on purchasing healthy enslaved
Africans from the coastal slave markets. If a slave did not meet the criteria and
standards set by a British trader, then the trader did not purchase the slave. Slave
traders could not afford to ignore the health conditions of the enslaved people they
bought and sold.69 British traders had to be aware enslaved Africans could resist their
captivity by planning rebellions, and they often needed sustenance, got sick, and could
die. With the combination of primarily health concerns as a determining factor and
traders having fewer options available, British traders purchased more enslaved men
from the Gold Coast than women. Consequently, British slave traders exported more
enslaved men on ships through the middle passage to the slave markets in Jamaica.
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During the Middle Passage
After a Fante caboceer or merchant sold a Gold Coast captive to a British buyer,
the buyer restrained the captive below the deck of a ship using chains and shackles.
Then the British buyer quickly departed the coastal fort for the Americas. During most
voyages to the Americas from West Africa, known as the Middle Passage, Gold Coast
captives remained below deck in shackles side by side primarily.
Below the deck of slave ships, a Gold Coast captive could be shackled by an
unfamiliar person or a foe, which led to unusual interactions. James Towne, a British
carpenter on board the ship Syren who made a voyage in 1768 to the Isles de Los and
the Grande Cape Mount, described contentious interactions between captive Africans
aboard a slave voyage as a typical day.70 The captive Africans remained in shackles
next to their neighbors, strangers, and in some cases their mortal enemies like an
Asante soldier next to an Akyem soldier. The captive Africans disputed and argued
amongst themselves based on their differences during their close confinements, which
caused great disturbances.71 Stephanie Smallwood notes that the events of the
transatlantic slave trade and the middle passage brought captive Africans as strangers
and enemies together in an unnatural, intimate, and collective way.72 Regardless if the
Gold Coast captive knew or disliked the person next to them, the ship captains and the
crewmen disregarded the captive’s feelings and forcibly shackled each captive
randomly next to one another although separating the women and children.
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The Gold Coast captives reacted in various ways to their enslavement and
captivity aboard the ships by expressing their feelings through retaliation or distress.
Aboard the British ship, the Brooks, which left Annamaboe on July 14, 1782 sailing to
Kingston, Jamaica, the Gold Coast captives showed signs of anger and pain from being
torn from their families and communities. Gold Coast captives expressed their anguish
by howling throughout the night hoping for relief.73 Many of those captives commonly
experienced despair, anger, and anxieties on other slave ships as more people became
captives in West Africa, separated from their kin and communities, and isolated during
the transatlantic slave trade.74 Each different experience of captivity had a different
impact on the enslaved person.
Aboard the same vessel, the Brooks, a captive Gold Coast man refused to eat
any sustenance out of anger for his current predicament, and he attempted to end his
suffering by cutting his throat. Doctor Trotter, who was aboard the vessel, sewed up the
captive man’s wound, but the following night, the captive man tore out the stitches and
made another incision over the wound as he yelled that he would never be detain by
white men. The captive man eventually died from the blood lost and his hunger strike.
75

This captive man was the same person who told Doctor Trotter in January 1782 a

local caboceer in his Gold Coast town allegedly accused him of practicing witchcraft
against him and the Fante courts sentenced him with his family to be sold in the slave
trade. While held in shackles on the ship, the captive Gold Coast man desired to end
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his own life based on how he interpreted his own particular type of captivity like other
slaves who choose how to respond to their enslavement.76
In some cases, the ship captains attempted to discourage the captive Africans
aboard their ships by issuing warning signs to them. Aboard the British ship, the
Garland, which left Bonny, a West African port, on May 15, 1788 sailing for the Spanish
West Indies, many of the enslaved Africans jumped overboard the ship with the idea of
returning back to their country. One day during the voyage, William Forbes, the ship
captain, instructed the crewmen to transport the slaves aboard the Garland to the deck.
Forbes attempted to discourage the slaves from jumping overboard. Once the slaves
were on deck, Forbes immediately cut off the heads of the deceased slaves. He
informed the slaves through the interpreter that “if one shall jump overboard and get
caught, they will return home without a head”. Moments later, one of the captive African
upon seeing the hacking jumped off the ship attempting to return home.77 The ship
captain’s actions did not discourage the enslaved Africans from making their own choice
about their enslavement.
In short, the representation of the enslaved people on ships from the Gold Coast
was diverse and complex. A slave-ship cargo could include a mixture of captive
Africans from the Asante, Fante, Akyem, Akwamu, and other subgroups of the Akan
ethnicity. The captive Africans within similar cargoes also came from various economic
statuses in Gold Coast society and had different professions like a peasant, farmer,
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merchant, chieftain, and tradesman. Each of the captive people from the Gold Coast
had different experiences on how they entered the slave trade whether through warfare,
kidnapping, or religious institutions. By tracing those enslaved people’s roots, one gets
a more accurate depiction of the lived experiences of the enslaved and how the social
makeup of those enslaved played a transformative role in the middle passage and the
Americas. By understanding the complexity of the people before they became slaves in
the Americas, one will understand how the Gold Coast Diaspora impacted an emerging
culture in the Americas during the 18th century.

The Cultural Transformation in Jamaica
Once the Gold Coast captives arrived in Jamaica during the 18th century, they
were transported in shackles to the slave markets by British ship captains in Kingston,
Montego Bay, and Black River. At those slave markets, the Gold Coast captives ended
up sometimes mingled with other captive Africans mostly from the Bight of Biafra, Bight
of Benin, and West Central Africa. From 1701 to 1750, the number of Gold Coast
captives disembarking in Jamaica outpaced the number of other slaves transported
during the same period. Table 2 shows the number of Gold Coast captives shipped in
comparison to the other regional groups. The number of captive Africans from the other
regions may have been significantly less during this period. Merchants in Jamaica
redistributed a disproportionate number of slaves from the Bight of Biafra (mostly Igbo)
and West-Central Africa (mostly Congolese) to Spanish speaking colonies from 1700 to
1748 due to the Treaty of Utrecht.78 “33 to 50 percent of enslaved Africans who landed
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in Jamaica” were re-exported to Spanish American mainland colonies to work in the
mines and plantations.79 Slave owners in Jamaica had a historical preference for Gold
Coast slaves over other enslaved African groups. After 1750, the numbers of slaves
from the Bight of Biafra, West-Central Africa, and other regions rose in more or equal
proportions, but studying the people of the Gold Coast during this period is important for
understanding the transformations.
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Gold Coast
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Bight of Biafra and Gulf of Guinea islands

West Central Africa and St. Helena

Southeast Africa and Indian Ocean islands

Table 2. Enslaved Africans embarking to Jamaica, 1701-1750. Source: Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade Database. See http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces
(accessed May 2020)
From the beginning to mid 18th century, Gold Coast captives arrived in larger
numbers to the slave markets in Jamaica by the British slave traders. Gold Coast
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captives in the Jamaican markets experienced physical exposure at auction blocks as
the merchants displayed their naked bodies for sell. White planters, townspeople, and
free people of color or blacks –a person of mixed or full sub-Saharan African descent
who received manumission or freedom at birth – purchased slaves at the markets
based on their preferences. At the markets in Kingston, Montego Bay, and Black River,
Gold Coast captives passed through the control of Sephardic Jewish, Scottish, and
English merchants who sold them mostly to plantation owners.
After the long journey across the Atlantic Ocean to the slave markets, many of
the Gold Coast captives developed illnesses due to the cramped conditions on the
bottom of the ships, contracting infectious diseases like dysentery, and as a result of the
physical and mental maltreatment they experienced from the white ship captains.
Based on complaints and evidence from some slave owners, a Gold Coast captive
experienced rigorous cleaning by a local white surgeon with the intention to appear
fresh and smooth before the merchant sold them, and the purchaser forcibly transported
them to plantations, pens, or in the town. Usually after the Gold Coast Africans was
transported from the market by a white planter in Jamaica, the false pretense and
perception of a “healthy” slave faded as planters smelt the dreadful stench and noticed
morbid appearances. In many cases, African slaves died during the journey to the
estate from either a contracted disease, their wounds, or the sheer exhaustion of
pressure on their bodies.
In one particular case, 24 of the 30 African slaves purchased in Kingston and
transported to Colin Campbell’s, a colonial planter in the parish of Saint Ann, Jamaica,
estate died on arrival due to dysentery. The disease spread from the African slaves
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who died on the estate to the rest of the enslaved population on Campbell’s estate,
which in the process, killed more slaves.80 According to Nicholas Radburn, merchants
like the Scottish trader, John Tailyour, divided newly imported Africans in Jamaica into
different factions based on their health then quickly “channeled them to plantations and
pens.”81 The African slaves who survived the physical and mental transformation from a
captive in the Gold Coast to an enslaved worker on a plantation in Jamaica soon
encountered a different society dominated by a white planter class.

The Institution of White Supremacy
Once the Gold Coast Africans arrived at a plantation or pen in Jamaica, they
soon realized that most of the enslaved workers on the estate originally came from their
continent in comparison to the white men or families on the estate. Like most slave
societies in the West Indies during the 18th century, enslaved Africans outnumbered the
white population. Due to the sheer ratio of enslaved Africans to white people on the
plantations and pens in Jamaica, the enslaved Africans lived in a constant state of
control under a white person because white planters feared the possibility of a slave
insurrection. Enslaved Africans lived in a colonial society where the elite class of white
planters attempted to maintain power and material wealth by institutionalizing a
racialized system. Under the management of white estate workers, estate mechanics
(carpenters, mason, and coopers), bookkeepers, overseers, estate attorneries, the
enslaved Africans and their enslaved offspring born in Jamaica encountered attempts to
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control their agency and to divide them further. In the process, the enslaved Africans
experienced attempts by colonial whites to conform and assimilate to their societal
norms in Jamaica. The Gold Coast Africans transported to the plantations and pens in
Jamaica had various cultural, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds, so they did not all
interpret their experiences in the same manner. They also lived amongst enslaved
people from the Bight of Biafra, Bight of Benin, and West-Central Africa whom had their
own culture while having to deal with a white-controlled system seeking to limit their
agency.
On plantations in Jamaica, like at Marshall’s Pen near Mandeville in the parish of
Manchester in the early 19th century, the enslaved labor force lived in barracks and
planted food on the provision grounds for their personal consumption. The enslaved
people worked in the coffee warehouse and on the plantation fields under the
management of white estate workers who lived in the great house while an overseer
had his own house. The living conditions of the enslaved people also consisted of a
hospital, where a surgeon provided care for the sick, injured, and or pregnant worker,
and a graveyard to bury the decease.82 By examining Marshall’s Pen, the scholar,
James Delle, provides an excellent example for the structure of how a pen and a
plantation existed in colonial Jamaica even much earlier in the 18th century. Across 18th
century Jamaican plantations, the enslaved Africans encountered, interacted, and lived
in close proximity to a white estate worker who sought to limit their agency.
The enslaved Africans on Jamaican plantations and pens lived in a society where
white estate workers had the primary responsibility and task of representing and
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maintaining white supremacy on the estates.83 They faced a white population who used
“neck yokes, castle dungeons, ship holds, leg irons, auction blocks, and dockside pens”
to discourage their hope of freedom through rebellion, constrain their physical
movement, and inflict pain in order to suppress their agency.84 Enslaved Africans
labored on the estates while the elite class of white planters primarily maximized and
sustained their work, so they could retain and increase their material wealth and political
capital in Britain.85 The enslaved people in Jamaica were surveilled by white estate
workers who built an interconnected system of “sugar mills, hospitals, slave barracks,
and boiling houses” in close proximity with the primary purpose of creating an
environment of control.86 Many enslaved Africans in Jamaica worked and operated on
various plantations and pens owned by white planters who sought to profit off their labor
by increasing their wealth and political status.
Under white management and supervision, the enslaved Africans in Jamaica
worked in three groups, commonly known as three gangs, on the plantations. The first
group of enslaved people performed the majority of the manual labor on the plantations
by “holing and trenching the fields, cropping sugar canes, and processing the canes in
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the mills and the boiling rooms.” The second group of enslaved people consisted of the
“youth, elderly, sick, pregnant, and trainees” who “tied the canes together for support in
order to transport, drove the animals that provided the power to the mills, and located
wasteful items to energize the boilers.” The last group of the enslaved people consisted
of the young children who primarily “collected the food for the livestock.” If a slave failed
to complete his or her task, and or misbehaved in a manner that violated the societal
norms of colonial whites, he or she was punished by a white overseer.87 Figure 5 is an
image of slaves cutting sugarcanes under the surveillance of a white overseer. In the
process of working numerous jobs on the estate, enslaved Africans also lived in a
system under the watchful control of white estate workers that attempted to instill fear
and pain for failure and civil disobedience.
When enslaved Africans were transported to Jamaican plantations, a racialized
social hierarchy also emerged, and whites attempted to manipulate African ethnic
barriers similar to other slave societies in the Western Hemisphere. Among the racial
hierarchy, the enslaved black population was at the bottom of the social pyramid, and
above them, the Jamaican-born population of mixed heritage and the free blacks
existed. The European whites and the native-born whites who dominated the political
and financial sphere of Jamaican society were at the top of the social hierarchy.88 As
more Gold Coast captives were enslaved and incorporated in Jamaican society, they
were isolated from other enslaved Africans by white planters. White planters separated
them based on their physical characteristics, geographical origins, and personalities.
For instance, Jamaican planters in the 18th century like Bryan Edwards placed
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Coromantee slaves, Eboe (a corrupt western name for captives from the Bight of Biafra)
slaves, and Papaws (a corrupt western name for captives from the Bight of Benin)
slaves in distinct roles based on racialized stereotypes. The white planters viewed the
Papaws as the most “docile” and “predisposed” slaves in comparison to the
Coromantee slaves as the most “fierce” and “workable” slaves.89

Figure 5. Slave Cane Cutters, 18th century. Source: History of Jamaica. See,
https://encryptedtbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn%3AANd9GcQNEjVL5kr_ZIoTKggpVBCUY1lZPnrO9RZ
rpVf87ZxcI6czYnUx&usqp=CAU (accessed May 2020).
The colonial whites in Jamaica projected those physical characteristics and
personality traits onto the enslaved populations in an effort to create an ethnic hierarchy
by documenting ethnicity in plantation records that “rationalized the social order of
Jamaican slavery.”90 The enslaved Africans worked on plantations in positions as a
“driver (a supervisor), field hands, domestics, and or artisans” based on those
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preconceived characteristics and traits.91 For example, a Gold Coast slave could work
on the plantation as a driver and have the responsibility of overseeing the work of a
Biafaran slave as a field hand. In some cases, the white planters witnessed and
encouraged the native-born slaves holding the enslaved Africans in contempt and
referring to them as “Salt-water Negroes”.92 Stephanie Smallwood elaborated on this
concept of “Salt-water-Negroes” and argued that white planters attempted to further the
division between the enslaved Africans and the enslaved native-born populations by
favoring the native-born slaves over the Africans. 93 White planters devised this strategy
with the intention of creating and furthering the divisions between the different African
groups and the native-born slaves in order to remain in power. In combination with their
cultural differences and the whites attempts to further divide them, the enslaved
Africans encountered those visible barriers that attempted to prevent them from forming
alliances.
In response to the white planters’ attempts to suppress their social mobility,
recent arrivals of Gold Coast slaves and some present slaves on Jamaican plantations
in the early 18th century escaped the plantations by running into the hills and mountains.
Once those runaway slaves escaped the plantations, they joined Maroon communities
in the forested and mountainous regions of Jamaica. Those communities consisted of
former slaves from different geographic regions in West Africa who ran away from their
slave owners in the mid to late the 17th century. Former enemies from the Gold Coast
in Jamaica quickly became political allies on the plantations and pens due to the
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conditions of slavery.94 Those former rivals, now allies, soon devised escape plans to
flee the plantations by running into the wooded areas to join the Maroon communities.
In September 1728, the Maroons under the leadership of Cudjoe – a maroon
leader of alleged Gold Coast origins and the son of a former slave from the Sutton
plantation in Clarendon who participated in the 1690 revolt on that estate – waged
warfare against the colonial government in Jamaica. Cudjoe and the Maroons pillaged,
looted, and burned the plantations while freeing the slaves. Since they lived in the
mountainous wooded areas, they had the strategic advantage of knowing the terrain, so
they could successfully regroup after launching repeated attacks. After several years of
successfully wreaking havoc on the colonial establishment in Jamaica, they forced the
colonial government officials to a peace treaty agreement in March 1739. The treaty
ceased fire and ended the war.95 Rucker conceptualized the Maroons act of burning the
sugarcane estates and freeing slaves as an effort to weaken and raise havoc against
the colonial establishment and the plantation industrial complex.96 The Maroons in
colonial Jamaica, many with Gold Coast origins, responded to white supremacy by
destroying the profit industry of the white planters before signing a peace treaty.
The Gold Coast slaves on the Jamaican plantations and pens who did not have
the opportunity or decided not to escape for various reasons employed different tactics
to combat white supremacy. In a ceremony witnessed by a British planter Bryan
Edwards, Gold Coast slaves on a Jamaican plantation performed a dance ritual as a
cultural expression of accepting death. During the ceremonial dance, the Gold Coast
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slaves enter into a trance gesturing in a Pyrrhic and warlike manner by “running,
leaping, and jumping.”97 After the ceremonial dance, some Gold Coast slaves
committed suicide with the belief they would escape slavery and return to their ancestral
land. This cultural belief of transmigration practiced by the Gold Coast slaves arrived
with them from their old-world memories. Rucker’s interpreted the eagerness of the
Gold Coast slaves to commit suicide as a sign of empowerment and as a form of
resistance against the white planters.98 Instead of viewing the act as cowardly, Gold
Coast slaves saw an opportunity to escape their enslavement in Jamaica. Gold Coast
slaves expressed their disdain for their enslavement and white supremacy, and their
determination to reunite with love ones by committing suicide.
Vincent Brown asserts that the enslaved Africans committed suicide because of
“harshness of the labor regime, social isolation, their diminished status, and longing for
home.” Brown mentions a story told through the point of view of Henry Coor – a
millwright who worked in the parish of Westmoreland, Jamaica – about a group of
enslaved Africans who fled the plantation due to their treatment and preceded to cut
their own throats.99 The enslaved Africans did react to their enslavement, but they also
made a statement against white supremacy by choosing to not work for their white
owners. After experiencing the conditions of slavery in Jamaica overtime, Gold Coast
slaves responded against the colonial establishment by weaponizing this act of suicide.
The living slaves were determined to activate and evoke the decreased slaves as
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ancestral spirits against the colonial whites. In the process, the slaves attempted to
utilize the aid from the decreased slaves to fight against their oppressors.
Gold Coast slaves brought their knowledge of obeah, another cultural practice
common among the elite from their old world, and employed it in their struggle against
white supremacy. Kwasi Konadu argues that the form of obeah used by Gold Coast
slaves – Quamina, Quawcoo, and others – in the Americas derived from the Akan’s
bayi, and users like Quamina knew of this power from their home world.100 In Jamaica,
a Gold Coast slave familiar with the practice of obeah, known as obeiah man,
administered the cultural ritual by drawing blood from everyone in attendance of the
ceremony. Then an obeiah man mixes the blood into a bowl with “gunpowder and
grave dirt”. After mixing the blood and other substances into a container, an obeiah
man administered a fetish or oath in which the practitioner swears the participants into
secrecy.101 Rucker states that once a blood oath has formed, the obeiah man
channeled their connections to the old world and their diasporic ancestors to generate
the spiritual energy needed to combat the colonial whites.102 In order to survive, a Gold
Coast slave familiar with the former practice of obeah reinvented it into blood oaths and
loyalty contracts to form alliances in their new environments.
Konadu also correlated the planning and execution of many of the insurrections
in 18th century Jamaica to the spiritual practice of obeah.103 Although the Gold Coast
slaves experience separation from their families and familiar social structures, they
never lost their memories of their past lives. Instead the Gold Coast slaves in Jamaica
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mobilized the social and cultural tools from their collective pasts and developed the art
of those techniques into a new form capable of fighting against white supremacy. Even
though colonial whites implemented policies to suppress their cultural practices, Gold
Coast slaves drew on their familiar knowledge and adapted to their new terrain to
survive.

Transformative Response to Enslavement
From the mid to late 18th century, the Gold Coast slaves’ reactions to their
enslavement gradually shifted from more isolated resistances to movements
encompassing more geographical territory and incorporating slaves from different
African origins. Colonial whites like Edward Long, Bryan Edwards, and many others
told and authored the documentations pertaining to those acts of resistances in 18th
century Jamaica through their perspectives. They viewed the enslaved Africans as
inferiors and held them in contempt, so they recorded their prejudices and biases in the
documentations. Most white slaveholders in Jamaica associated the majority of slave
uprisings to the Coromantees, Gold Coast slaves, and the prevailing mindset of the time
expressed confusion on why their slaves rebelled against them. Several instances
emerged of non-Gold Coast slaves also participating in the revolts in the parish of Saint
Mary, Jamaica. Although the colonial whites documented their biased perspectives in
the records, one can still conceptualize the lives, conditions, and acts of resistances of
the slaves in Jamaica by analyzing how they reacted.
One of those acts of resistance occurred on April 7, 1760, when a slave
insurrection broke out in the parish of Saint Mary, Jamaica involving several estates
known colloquially by historians as the Easter Rebellion or Tacky’s War. The slaves in
50

Saint Mary revolted against their white slave owners in this parish due to the smaller
ratio of colonial whites to enslaved Africans in the parish, the closer proximity to the
mountainous woods for security, and the continue supplies of provisions. The night
after Easter on Monday, a group of slaves from “Trinity plantation owned by Zachary
Bayly, Whitehall and Frontier owned by Ballard Beckford, and Heywood Hall owned by
James Modyford Heywood” in Saint Mary quickly marched to Port Maria. They killed a
storekeeper while seizing arms and gunpowder in the fort.
After the slaves confiscated weapons, they returned to those estates setting
them on fire and attacking every colonial white in their sight. More slaves from the
Esher estate owned by William Beckford in Saint Mary joined the resistance.104 Vincent
Brown viewed this event in the context of war instead of a local outburst on the basis
that this event involved a larger set of historical characters and resembled tactics that
military theorists usually discuss.105 Unlike previous insurrections, the slaves in this
parish reacted against white supremacy in a coordinated and strategic manner over
several estates by fighting back against the colonial whites.
Most of the colonial whites in Saint Mary believed a Coromantee slave named
Tacky who was enslaved on the Frontier plantation instigated, orchestrated, and led this
slave revolt. According to a British soldier who met him in Jamaica and from oral history
and research in Ghana, Tacky – known as Tayki in Akan – originated from a Gold Coast
settlement in close proximity to Coromantin. The authors of those sources believe
Tacky was a Fante chieftain, a soldier, spoke English, and traded his captive rivals;
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Akan, Nzema, and Asante from local wars in the Gold Coast. During the skirmishes in
the mid-18th century between the Fante and the Asante near Coromantin, Tacky lost a
battle and was captured. Later an African merchant sold Tacky to a European buyer
who transported him to Jamaica.
n Jamaica, Tacky allegedly coordinated the slave uprisings in Saint Mary with his
loyal supporters turned lieutenants Quaw, Sobadou, Jati (a Fula), and Quantee in a
cave near the Frontier plantation.106 If Tacky was a Fante chieftain who spoke English,
had military experience, and bartered Gold Coast captives then he probably had
knowledge of the British Atlantic World similar to the Fante elites of Annamaboe before
his enslavement. Perhaps due to his previous life, Tacky had an advantage of better
understanding the colonial whites’ maneuvers, mechanisms, and culture because he
was able to strategize against them by breaking the cultural barriers they impose on
enslaved Africans. In regard to his military past, Tacky probably initiated the war in
Jamaica as a continuation of his prior war for survival in the Gold Coast, but against a
new enemy in a new environment.
Under the leadership of Tacky and his loyal lieutenants, the slaves who joined his
cause for survival quickly dispatched and defeated the white working-class men on the
plantations near Port Maria. Those revolting slaves returned to the Heywood Hall and
Ballard’s Valley estates in Saint Mary to regroup and recruit more slaves for their cause.
No record currently exists that details the identity of the recruited slaves, but those
slaves could have possibly come from an assorted range of ethnicities. Two slaves,
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Blackwell from Moore Hall in Saint Mary and Yankee from Heywood Hall, escaped
undetected to nearby estates alerting the colonial whites of the imminent threat.
Zachary Bayly, the white owner of Trinity estate, simultaneously escaped and recruited
the help of nearby colonial white militia men. 107
Vincent Brown addressed this misconception of slaves assisting their oppressors
in Jamaica during insurrections by dispelling the myth of a singular belief of the
enslaved population. Brown explains that amongst the slaves in Jamaica, many
adopted various and conflicting positions leading up to and during political conflicts.
This complexity shows a real appreciation for how leaders of slave revolts managed to
mobilize a scattered array of slaves of possibly different origins to wage war during this
era.108 In the process, those leaders managed to regroup by making new alliances and
creating new identities.
After regrouping, Tacky and his followers used military tactics from their past
lives but adapted to the terrain of their new lives when fighting against the colonial white
militias. Tacky and those followers executed “well-planned and fast-running strikes”
against their colonial white militias by pursuing a “policy of skirmishing in small bands”.
Brown mentions that those military tactics resembled similar tactics used in earlier slave
revolts in the Caribbean and Gold Coast warfare. In the presence of a dense forest,
there could not be a large-scale battle, so Brown explained that rebel slaves use the
roads and clearings with precision by converging on the battlefields in various routes
with small and highly mobilized attacks.109 An alarmed Henry Moore, lieutenant-
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governor in Jamaica, quickly dispatched the help of the Maroons. Captain Davy, the
lieutenant of the Maroons, and his Maroon soldiers from Scot’s Hall and Leeward Town
in Saint Mary received the news from Henry Moore and quickly joined the colonial white
militia to end the resistance.110
In order to survive, win, and combat the combine forces of the Maroons and the
colonial white militia, Tacky and his followers in Jamaica used various tactics to
reinforce their numbers. One of those strategies involved using an old-world practice to
increase their numbers just in a different context. During this revolt, Gold Coast obeah
men along with other priests in the parish of Saint Mary recruited more slaves for this
revolt by administrating a powder substance on the slaves. They claimed the powder
“endowed them with special protection” and made Tacky invincible.111 Figure 6 is an
image showing how a slave administered obeah in the Americas. Before the revolt,
only the privileged and elite priests in Gold Coast societies practiced obeah, but in
Jamaica a gradual change occurred.
Those obeah men weaponized the practice and created a perception of strength
and unity, so they could build trust and enthusiasm amongst slaves hoping to escape
their enslavement. Rucker argued that the use of obeah transformed from a privilege
and sanctioned practice in the Gold Coast among ritual elites to a collective practice in
the Americas employed to “create new political and social orders” among slaves from
different African socioeconomic backgrounds.112 Smallwood emphasized that enslaved
Africans had to reinvent their cultural practices in the Americas in order to meet the
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immediate needs of their new environments.113 In other words, Gold Coast elites in
Jamaica unsanctioned the use of obeah and shared their knowledge of it in order to
entice and mobilize more slaves to support Tacky. Although white locals in Saint Mary
associated rebel slaves with primarily Gold Coast slaves, non-Gold Coast slaves most
likely joined the revolt and came in direct contact with the discourse of obeah.

Figure 6. An Obeah Practitioner at work, Trinidad, 1836. Source: Slavery Images: A
Visual Record of the African Slave Trade and Slave Life in the Early African Diaspora.
see, https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/eq0OHGgg3KJ8_22jy6TcMp-IZjTGkl_Cjt45jbzdJknB7yyAElm730z3y05-ttqkNhdG3FcuV3f5QEEHH1W_kSe5cV3SK2lbFgUeHPjIva21PSxQMh0GDdVhqMhaw2hOwKEolr8opixZV_pg (accessed
June 2020).
Eventually the fervent of the revolt in Saint Mary in 1760 engulfed a larger
geographical region and spreaded to different regions of Jamaica’s slave society.
According to Edward Long, news of Tacky and his followers’ imminent success in Saint
Mary spread to the slaves on Masemure estate in the parish of Westmoreland owned by
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Admiral Arthur Forrest, a Scottish absentee owner. During the evening of May 25,
1760, the estate attorney, John Smith held a Whitsun Holiday dinner (the seventh
Sunday of Easter) at his home on the estate. The dinner guests included a female
friend, the estate overseer, an estate bookkeeper, Captain Hoare, Hoare’s nephew, and
Captain George Richardson (commander of a merchant ship in the trade). As possible
news from Saint Mary raised their fighting spirits, some of the slaves on Masemure
immediately surrounded the attorney’s house and fired a musket shot through the
window killing Smith instantly. A number of enslaved Africans rushed through the
house door with cane knives aiming to attack the whites in the house. They severely
wounded Captain Hoare while Captain Richardson and another man narrowly escaped
from a window. Captain Richardson and the other man arrived at the bay area alarming
the local whites while several slaves – Nero, Congo, Molly, and Beckford – from
Masemure simultaneously left the estate to warn the neighboring estates workers about
this uprising.114
According to Long, a group of several slaves originally from Guadeloupe, and
now owned by Forrest revolted with the other slaves on Masemure. Long stated that
the slaves from Guadeloupe had prior military experience due to a tactical operation
with the French in Guadeloupe, so he viewed them as “dangerous”. Immediately after
the massacre on Masemure, the slaves from Guadeloupe burned the plantation
industrialized complex by setting the cane fields on fired and fled into the woods setting
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up an encampment to defend against the colonial white militia.115 After those events,
the revolt began to encompass more of the parish of Westmoreland.
Before this uprising occurred, Thomas Thistlewood, an overseer on the Egypt
plantation in the parish of Westmoreland, mentioned in his diary that he saw two
enslaved men from the Masemure estate speaking with some slaves on the Egypt
estate a few days before the revolt. On May 25, 1760, Thistlewood also mentioned in
his journal earlier in the day a planter from across the mountains in Hanover informed
him of rumors he heard from “a strange black man.” Thistlewood learned that a revolt
would occur the next day when over 8,000 slaves would gather from Hanover and
Westmoreland. According to Thistlewood, he heard a horn blowing in the nearby slave
quarters and soon after midnight, a group of several white men at his door telling him of
an uprising on the Masemure estate. The slaves on Egypt estate did not join the revolt,
but approximately two hundred slaves on Delve estate owned by James Woodcock
near the Hanover Mountains joined the revolt and not all of them were of Gold Coast
origin.116 Although the colonial whites mentioned should not be considered as credible
witnesses or sources, Thistlewood documents many of his encounters assaulting his
slaves physically and mentally and Long viewed the black race as inferior beings, this
revolt in Westmoreland seemed to coincide with the revolt in Saint Mary a month earlier.
The findings also seemed to underline an undetected channel of communication
between the slaves in Saint Mary and in Westmoreland.
The colonial whites in Jamaica suspected the slaves involved in both uprisings in
Saint Mary and Westmoreland collaborated, but they had no proof. They believed the
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Gold Coast slaves in Jamaica devised a plan around the Whitsun holiday to revolt
throughout the island in hope of overwhelming the white population and creating a black
state. According to Long, one of the prisoners, a leader of the revolt in Westmoreland,
tried to coerce a Sephardic Jewish man in charge of watching him. The prisoner
allegedly told the Jewish man that Jews and enslaved Africans should join forces
against the white man who despises both groups and create a state for themselves.117
Walter Rucker’s states that the Gold Coast slaves in Jamaica who aimed to abolish
slavery and establish multi-ethnic and multi-racial societies differed strategically from
the Gold Coast polities of the 18th century.118 In Tacky’s Revolt, Brown found the timing
of the outbreak in Westmoreland on May 25 an auspicious date due a merchant and
naval fleet departing from Bluefield’s Bay to Britain and the colonies in North
America.119
In addition, the colonial whites did not understand how a collaboration existed
when both events in each parish occurred geographically distance apart. Figure 7
depicts how geographically distant Saint Mary is from Westmoreland. After establishing
and connecting a web of events transpiring in Jamaica during the revolts, Vincent
Brown framed those revolts in the context of military campaigns in West Africa and
Atlantic Europe that occurred in Jamaica. In the context of Jamaica, Brown essentially
connected the enslaved Africans’ revolt to the larger narrative of West African wars
except against the white slave owners. 120 In hope of surviving and fighting against
white supremacy, not all, but many of the enslaved Africans managed to establish social
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networks with other slaves. Those communication channels transcended social,
cultural, and physical barriers, and went undetected mostly by the colonial whites who
had the positions and means to document history.
This slave insurrection in Jamaica also spread to the parish and city of Kingston
where some Gold Coast slaves appointed and coronated a Gold Coast woman to the
rank of queen during the beginning of the revolt. According to Long, colonial whites
investigating the matter found a wooden stool “of a peculiar structure and a red feather
attached to the handle,” – which symbolized a call for war in Gold Coast culture – and
noticed suspicious activity occurred in Kingston. Long also mentioned the Gold Coast
slaves in the town choose a Gold Coast woman named Cubah – an enslaved woman to
a Jewish owner – as their queen. The Gold Coast slaves conducted a meeting where
Cubah sat under a canopy with a resemblance of a robe on her shoulders and a crown
on her head.121 Although the Gold Coast people came from a matrilineal society,
Rucker mentions a Gold Coast woman under the conditions of slavery in the Americas
had the potential to advance politically due to their new environment. Rucker also
argued that those Gold Coast slaves remembered the symbolic power of what a cultural
stool in Cubah’s coronation meant from their old lives.122 In order to survive and escape
their enslavement, Gold Coast slaves in Kingston applied their cultural ritual from their
old world to address their new world issues by elevating a female slave to lead them.
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Figure 7. A Map of the Island of Jamaica, 1755. Source: Barry Lawrence Ruderman
Antique Maps Inc. See, https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/46826/a-new-map-ofjamaica-in-which-the-several-towns-forts-an-browne (accessed April 2020).
After the colonial government in Jamaica discovered the coronation of Cubah,
colonial officials arrested Cubah and charged her of conspiracy to rebel, so the
government exiled her from the island. In route to being transported from the island in
chains, Cubah bribed the captain of the ship to release her ashore in the western region
of Jamaica. Once the captain released Cubah, she joined the slaves rebelling in the
leeward region of Jamaica – Westmoreland and Hanover – until she was captured
again. The colonial government in Jamaica eventually executed her for committing
treason against the colonial establishment.123 Although no evidence exists to explain if
Cubah knew about the revolts, she did manage to choose the exact landing site to
return in Jamaica according to the captain of the ship. This rare occurrence and
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inopportune experience seem to bolster the argument a channel of communication
existed amongst the slaves in Jamaica that the white colonials did not record.
In July 1760, the Maroons of Scot’s Hall managed to separate Tacky from his
commanders, and Lieutenant Davy killed and beheaded Tacky. After defeating and
killing Tacky, Davy sent Tacky’s head to the colonial officials in Spanish Town who
displayed Tacky’s head to the general public as a deterrent. The colonial officials
executed and or transported the remainder of the slaves who joined the revolt in Saint
Mary, Westmoreland, and the other parishes to the British colonies in the Bay of
Honduras.124 Ultimately, Tacky’s revolt in Saint Mary, the revolt in Westmoreland, and
Cubah’s political rise among slaves in Kingston seemed to be connected. In each
situation, the slaves under a Gold Coast leader created a way to communicate and pass
messages, which in the process broke the barriers the colonial whites attempted to
create.
After the conclusion of Tacky’s revolt in 1760, another slave uprising occurred in
1765, a few years later, in the parish of Saint Mary. On November 29, 1765, during the
night, a Gold Coast slave named Abruco, also known as Blackwell on Whitehall estate
owned by Mary Beckford, – the daughter of Ballard Beckford – joined a group of nine
“Coromantee” slaves. The slaves plotted against the white estate workers. Before the
revolt, the colonial government in 1760 accused Blackwell of conspiring with the slaves
rebelling but they late recuse him due to lack of evidence.
Hiding under the radar until 1765, during a night in November, Blackwell killed
the whites on the estate, the planter, Mathew Byndloss and he attempted to kill
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Beckford and her overseer. Blackwell and rebelling slaves lured the whites on the
estate outside of their dwelling by burning the infrastructure of their home and the
plantation industrialized complex. 125 Walter Rucker explained that the slaves signified
the burning of sugar mills and plantations as the literally destruction of “labor
exploitation and enslavement.”126 In other words, Blackwell and those revolting slaves
identified the sugar plantations and master’s homes as the structure of their exploitation
and the power of the planter bourgeois, so they sought to destroy those infrastructures.
After scorching Whitehall estate in Saint Mary, Blackwell led this revolt of slaves
from approximately 17 estates in Saint Mary and attempted to increase his regiment of
rebelling slaves. To increase the number of supporters, Blackwell instructed some of
the rebelling slaves to use the burning fire as signal to notify the other slaves fighting
against their enslavement to join their cause.127 In order to mobilize slave resistances,
especially amongst a diverse population of slaves, Brown mention that the slaves used
new modes of communication to identify and rally “new collectives,” and breakthrough
language barriers.128 However, due to the colonial whites heighten alert from the
previous slave revolt in 1760, Zachary Bayly, the owner of Trinity Hall in Saint Mary and
a survivor from the revolt in 1760, quickly stopped the slaves’ plans. Bayly dispatched a
message telling the governor of an uprising on Whitehall plantation, and he gathered
local white militiamen, a few black slaves, and alerted the Maroons. With their
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combined forces, Bayly’s forces defeated Blackwell and the rebelling slaves on
November 30, 1765, and the colonial government executed Blackwell.129
After the slave insurrections in the 1760s in Jamaica, a new rebellion broke out in
1776 before the American Revolution. This revolt provided clearer evidence that a long
period of cultural transformation, sharing, and negotiation occurred among the slaves.
The apprehended slaves provided most of the information that colonial whites
documented about the insurrection. On July 24, 1776, a group of “6 ring leaders,” from
estates near Lucea in the parish of Hanover, led a slave uprising of approximately 100
people. Most of the slaves rebelling came from 4 neighboring estates. The colonial
government charged “Harry from Blue Hole, Leander of the Spring estate, Charles of
the Baulk, Peter of the Batchelors Hall, Prince owned by John Priest, and Quamino
owned by Sir Simon Clarke” as the six leaders of the revolt. Each rebel leader was
documented by colonial whites as a creole, Jamaican-born person, and a slave
entrusted with supervisory positions by a white estate worker. The rebel leaders
patiently waited for the British 15th regiment to sail from Lucea fort in Hanover to fight in
the war against the Thirteenth Colonies on July 3, 1776.130
Before rebelling, the slaves waited until most soldiers and ships stationed in
Hanover left Jamaica. The rebel leaders performed a blood oath ceremony similar to
the one performed during Tacky’s revolt and united with the African slaves to defeat the
colonial whites in Hanover. Edward Chambers, a colonial planter in Hanover and owner
of Prosper estate, discovered this plot to overthrow the colonial whites on July 15, 1776
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when his house servant failed to kill him. Under duress, the failed assailant revealed
the plot to Chambers. Chambers notified the colonial whites in Hanover,
Westmoreland, and Saint James, and they quickly dispatch a militia to suppress the
revolt. Sir Basil Keith, the governor of Jamaica at the time, issued an embargo on July
24, 1776 to lockdown the harbors in Hanover. Remnants of this revolt in Hanover
spread to a few estates in other parishes. Keith also dispatched a group of Maroons
from Trelawny Town who ended the rebellion on April 19, 1777.131
At the conclusion of those revolts, the colonial militiamen and Maroons arrested
and implicated many slaves of different backgrounds (creoles, Coromantees, Eboes,
and Congoes) from different occupations (drivers, coopers, millwrights, and carpenters).
During one of the trials, Edward Chambers’ servant and a Coromantee slave named
Sam mentioned that the rebelling slaves performed a ceremony to coronate “a creole
slave, an Eboe slave, and a Coromantee slave” to each be kings. They also selected
successors in case an accident happened to the appointees. The slaves appointed
Prince, a creole slave, owned by John Priest of Lucea Bay as the king of the creoles,
and Sam, a Coromantee slave who the militia apprehended and was owned by the heir
of Jonathan Haughton, as king of the Coromantee. The slaves appointed an unnamed
Eboe as the king of the Eboe.132
Although Trevor Burnard centered his historical analysis on the transformation of
security in Jamaica from the Maroon War in 1739 to the revolt in 1776, he discussed
how the slaves orchestrated the revolt and incorporated a diverse coalition of slaves.133
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Even though the slaves who provided information during the trials were in a controlled
environment and the colonial whites documented these personal accounts, one can see
how the slave’s political unification facilitated a cultural exchange. Vincent Brown
argued that the slaves shared experiences through a sense of dislocation, death, and
social alienation. Those shared experiences eventually formed the basis for shared
common assumptions and belief.134 The revolting slaves from different backgrounds in
Hanover had perhaps borrowed the Gold Coast customary ritual to elect their leaders in
the same manner as Cubah.
In the process of adjusting to their new lives in Jamaica, the Gold Coast slaves
realized in order to survive and escape the conditions of their enslavement, they needed
a different strategy. Once they were transported to a plantation or pen in Jamaica,
some of the Gold Coast slaves initially escaped into the woods, committed suicide,
reformed their cultural practices, or revolted. However, by the mid 18th century, perhaps
due to the recent introduction of Gold Coast soldiers and accidently Fante chieftains in
Jamaica as slaves, the revolting slaves started to coordinate resistances across larger
geographical territory and encompass new collectives. During that process, the Gold
Coast slaves who reacted against white supremacy shared their cultural practices and
traditions with their allies who in turned shared their own. In sum, the slaves of colonial
Jamaica had developed a new culture they used to survive and fight for their freedom.
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Conclusion
From various backgrounds and experiences in the Gold Coast region, the Gold
Coast slaves found themselves chained and trapped on ships sailing towards Jamaica.
Once advertised and sold at slave markets in Jamaica, the Gold Coast slaves arrived at
plantations and pens under a white planter bourgeois who sought to marginalize and
isolate them in order to maintain their power and labor force. After initial skirmishes and
revolts, the slaves changed their tactics to more coordinated planning and actions by
developing social networks undetected by the colonial whites, which ranged from small
to large geographical territory. Under these secret networks, the slaves exchanged
cultural practices and strategies while building new alliances to respond against white
supremacy. Over time, these slaves’ cultural mechanisms and idealisms evolved into
the modern principles used by black people throughout the Caribbean and the rest of
the Americas.
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